Agricultural Field Outstanding Hope in State's Growth

Beck Cities Way to Increased Income in Advance to Llions

The greatest hope for future development in the fields of agriculture and some of the steps being taken about that development were brie alluded to at the annual report of the executive vice president of the U. S. D. A. Extension service in a speech Monday noon at Linn County.

But the proportion does not hold in each instance of the state last year. The 9.3% was not received by agri-
culture, 13.3% was fish and hunting. As a percentage, timber, while the re-
mainder of agriculturalists are classed known to consist as service in-
vested in other forms than agriculture.

The proportion of the consumers' dollar spent in all farm products is 50% in the case of Oregon's agricultural development they are said to be more than doubled through- out the state this year.

Bark said the figures are not based on the state of Oregon's agricultural development they are not a full-scale investigation.

Oregon's agricultural production must be based on the fact that the farmers and the state of Oregon has been the harvest in the future in lower transportation costs and in better quality. In a few instances, as in the case of berries, heavy wall-
ered and canned, Oregon has had much better competition.

One of the largest factors in bet-
ween Oregon's agricultural production to be the adoption of grading standards. The state of Oregon has not done to improve the standard grade to improve the standard grade improved the export stand-
and two points and is included in an in-

Grain Certification

Inspection Made

Thomas Caldwell, from Oregon State College, to make a study of wheat fields for seed certification in Oregon, is scheduled to arrive here Tuesday.

Miss Kilkenny Keeps Queen Lead

Lena Candidate Tops Field Again for Rodeo Rider; Willows Group is to be chosen for the third consecutive dance in the series for selection of queen of the Rodeo, Miss Mary Lena Grant, candidate, proved the best of detector. At Rodeo Thursday night she pulled 700 votes bringing her total 1,900. Miss Betty Bergner, Willows candidate, in second place, Miss Marion Jackson, the Rodeo, 1,600. These are correct totals, as to-

agal's Allowees 3 Hits

Hopper's Fastest Youngsters

Best Arlinton, 9-9, to Retain Unofficial Record for this season in the free hand of the Oregon's Studebaker

Lions Stage Show

Tommy Stage Show for Plunge

And the Oregonian newspaper and its ads in the Oregonian, where it was started under the title of the Oregonian, has been planned for one week.

None of the reports of the Oregonian have been received from the Portland Public Schools, which is the only one of the city's schools in which the Oregonian has been published since the Oregonian was started under the title of the Oregonian.
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